
CATALOGUE
Premium Cases Specialists



PRODUCT CATEGORIES

I.Premium Wood Line

II.Premium Lined Line

III.Premium Plus Line

IV.Bottle Attachments

V.Promotional Items



Premium Wood
 Line



Made of mostly wood with option to lined interiors.
 You can add decorative elements and more elaborate designs,
  with finishes in paint, digital printing or serigraphy.
   Logos can also be printed, in serigraphy or laser engraving.

Premium Wood Line Boxes

Di�culty level: Low
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Di�culty level: Medium - Low
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Made of mostly wood with option to lined interiors.
 You can add decorative elements and more elaborate designs,
  with finishes in paint, digital printing or serigraphy.
   Logos can also be printed, in serigraphy or laser engraving.

Premium Wood Line Boxes



Di�culty level: Medium
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Made of mostly wood with option to lined interiors.
 You can add decorative elements and more elaborate designs,
  with finishes in paint, digital printing or serigraphy.
   Logos can also be printed, in serigraphy or laser engraving.

Premium Wood Line Boxes



Premium Lined
Line



Premiun Lined Line Box
They combine several materials and are usually lined in leather or synthetic.
 Custom decorative elements can be added as charms and coins.
   Logos can be embossed, debossed, hot-stamping, digital printing, 
    serigraphy or engraved on metal plate.

Di�culty level: Medium - High
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Di�culty level: High
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Premiun Lined Line Box
They combine several materials and are usually lined in leather or synthetic.
 Custom decorative elements can be added as charms and coins.
   Logos can be embossed, debossed, hot-stamping, digital printing, 
    serigraphy or engraved on metal plate.



Premium Plus
Line



Premium PLUS Line Box
We call them Plus since they include additional elements to the case
 like cups, shots, booklets or brand gifts.
  The materials and finishes of these cases are the finest and 
   highest quality.
   
  

Di�culty level: High
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Bottle Attachments



It consists of all those types of Extra Accessories
 that beautify and allow us to customize the bottle.
  Among the options are: Hand-tags, Ties, Necks, Ribbons,
   Leather caps, metal charms and bottle covers

Bottle Attachments
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It consists of all those types of Extra Accessories
 that beautify and allow us to customize the bottle.
  Among the options are: Hand-tags, Ties, Necks, Ribbons,
   Leather caps, metal charms and bottle covers
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Promotional Items



Promotional Items
We have a wide range of options.
 They are made with mostly Leather.
  Logos can be in Hot-stamping, Embossed, Debossed, Digital Printing,
   Laser Engraved or Sand blast in the case of glassware.
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Promotional Items
We have a wide range of options.
 They are made with mostly Leather.
  Logos can be in Hot-stamping, Embossed, Debossed, Digital Printing,
   Laser Engraved or Sand blast in the case of glassware.
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